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EYEGLASS FRAME ASSEMBLY HAVING
SCREW-LESS HINGES

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

The present invention relates generally to an eyeglass
frame assembly, and particularly to an eyeglass frame
assembly which is easy to be assembled, and is simple in
structure and neat in appearance. Usually such an eyeglass
frame assembly has rim lock-and-temple hinge meansinte-
grally formed therein.

2. Description of Related Art

There has been an increasing demand for light eyeglass
frames, not permitting their rims to cause any hindrance to
the sight, expanding the field of sight, still assuring that
comfortable feeling is given to persons wearing such eye-
glasses. Thus, the rim and temple of the frames has been
reduced toward a possible minimum thinness. As a matter of
fact, however, there is a certain limit to reduction in slim- *
ming the framestructure. Specifically as the rim and temple
is reduced in size, associated rim-locking pieces and hinges
need to be reduced in size because otherwise, they would
give an awkward appearance to the eyeglasses, but such
parts are verydifficult to reduce their sizes; their sizes have 2
reached to practically possible minimum.

As is well known, a conventional rim locking part uses
very small-sized screwsto close and fix the opposite ends of
the open-loop rim. Also, a conventional hinge uses a screw
as a pivot. Therefore, reduction of rim locking parts and
hinges cannot be attained without reducing the size of
associated screws. Such screws, however, are reduced to
practically possible minimum, and further reduction would
be next to impossible. Also, disadvantageously use of such
minimum screws makes it difficult to assemble associated

parts, thus not facilitating the changing of lenses. Still
disadvantagcously such minimum screws are liable to
loosen. Further reduction of such parts even if possible,
would be undesirable from these points of view.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

In view of the above onc object of the present invention
is to provide an eyeglass frame assembly having screw-less
hinges, more particularly screw-less, rim lock-and-temple
hinge units, thereby providing a pleasing neat appearance
for the eyeglasses.

To attain this object an eyeglass frame assembly having
screw-less hinges comprising a front comprising two rims
each embracing a lens and a bridge connecting these mms by 5
their inner sides; and a pair of temples each rotatably
connected to the outer side of each rim, is improved accord-
ing to the present invention in that: each of said rims is an
open-loop metal wire having two parallel holding projec-
tions formed at its opposite open ends; cach of said temples 5
has a majorarc-like hook formed atits end, said hook having
a vertical stopper at its end; and said eyeglass frame assem-
bly includes two holder pieces, each having two holes to
accomodate said two parallel holding projections, allowing
said major arc-like hook to embrace each holder piece,
thereby permitting said temples to rotate about said holder
pieces until said holding projections abut against the vertical
stoppers of the major arc-like hooks.

The present invention can be applicd to suspender-type
eyeglasses which has a pair of lenses suspended by strings
such as nylon threads. Specifically, each rim comprises an
upper rim half of metal wire and a lower rim half, which is
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in the form ofstring for suspending the lens from the upper
rim half. The upper rim half has a holding projection formed
at its outer end, and the suspending string has a holding
projection boundto its outer end. Each temple has a major
arc-like hook formed at its end, and the hook has a vertical

stopper integrally connected to its end. The frame assembly
includes two holder pieces, each having two holes to acco-
modate the holding projections of the upper and lower rim
halves, allowing the major arc-like hook to embrace each
holder piece, thereby permitting the temples to rotate about
the holder pieces until the holding projections abut against
the vertical stoppers of the major arc-like hooks.

Each holder piece may have an annular groove made on
its circumference for permitting the major arc-like hook to
be press-fitted therein.

The holder pieces may be made of a synthetic resin
material, and two parallel holding projections may be
detachably inserted into the holes of each holder piece.

Other objects and advantagesof the present invention will
be understood from the following description of cycglass
frame assembly according to preferred embodiments of the
present invention, which are shown in accompanying draw-
ings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF 'THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a front view of an eyeglasses whose frame
assembly has screw-less, rim lock-and-temple hinge means
according to a first embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 2 is an exploded, perspective view of the rim
lock-and-temple hinge means;

FIG.3 is a perspective view of the rim lock-and-temple
hinge means;

FIG.4 is a plane view of the rim lock-and-temple hinge
means in the temple-folding position;

FIG. 5 is a similar plane view of the rim lock-and-temple
hinge means in the temple-opening position, in which the
temple is opened perpendicular to the front of the frame;

FIG.6 is a similar plane view of the rim lock-and-temple
hinge means, showing that the temple is opened beyond the
normal temple-opening position;

FIG. 7 is an exploded, perspective view of a rim lock-
and-temple hinge means according to a second embodiment
of the present invention;

FIG.8 is a perspective view of the rim lock-and-temple
hinge means;

FIG. 9 is a front view of a suspender-type eyeglasses
whose frame assembly uses rim lock-and-temple hinge
means according to a third embodiment of the present
invention;

FIG. 10 is an exploded, perspective view of the rim
lock-and-temple hinge means; and

FIG. 11 is a perspective view of the rim lock-and-temple
hinge means.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS

The first, second and third embodiments of the present
invention are described below with reference to these draw-

ings.

FIGS. 1 to 6 show the first embodiment of the present
invention;

FIGS. 7 and 8 show the second embodiment; and FIGS.
9 to 11 show the third embodiment.
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